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June saw a group of ABC members join one of our first  
Laser 2000 Courses. Designed to familiarize sailors 
with this excellent dinghy, introduce the spinnaker, and  
encourage the use of our fleet of 6 2000’s, the course was 
very successful with all six boats in use. Ian Barlow tells 
the story of “two Saturdays in June”

Once upon a time there were a group of trainee  
sailors who’d been given their Level 1/2 Beginner sailing  
certificates.  They were keen to see just how easy it would 
be to capsize in a bigger boat.  So they tried the Laser 2000.  
And to their surprise they all found that it was a hard boat 
to capsize and a great boat to learn on. 

A couple of months ago I wrote about the trials of the  
trainee sailors refreshing thinly remembered skills,  
battling the elements and the Pico as we struggled to master 
all those things that ABC master mariners take for granted; 
tacking, gybing, or just plain old upright straight line  
sailing.  Kevin Lewis encouraged his group of hamfists to 
try the bigger and faster Laser 2000s.  You can imagine 
the sort of “you must be joking, mate” looks he got from 
people who struggle to recognize a luff from a mainsheet.  
Kevin is persistent and persuasive, and I’m now glad that 
he is.  

The Laser 2000 proved itself to be a great boat to learn 
on.  Yes, it’s bigger; but that means there is more room to 
move around, more room for shifting sides when tacking, 
gybing, trying to strangle yourself with the mainsheet, or 
sticking the tiller extension up your nose. All those things 
can happen in a Pico, but like Buzz Lightyear, you can fall 
over with more style in a Laser 2000.  The boat is heavier, 
so when the wind blows side-on you don’t end with an  
instant view of the boat bottom and your legs waving in 
the air.  And there is more of the boat in the water; to be 
really technical (and sound like I know what I’m talking 
about) the centreboard is deeper in the water.  And last 
but not least, you aren’t alone, alone on the wide, wide 
sea.  There is a crewman (or woman) up front to share the  
decisions, help out with the ropes, the jib, and tricky things like  
centreboards, either being up down or somewhere  
in-between, and kicking straps, which shouldn’t.  

It is fun to learn on the larger boat, and over two weekends 
in June our group of ten have learned a lot, gained in  
confidence and are groping towards a semblance of  
competence on the water.  Okay, so I lost the captain off 
the back of the boat once and didn’t notice, but that isn’t 
a big problem is it?  Everyone had a go at driving (you 
know, that “helming” thingy), crewing (pulling on ropes), 
capsizing (getting wet and swallowing the red tide) and  
flying an outsized piece of ladies underwear from the front 
of the boat; I believe the mariners would recognize this 
as an asymmetric spinnaker. Now joking aside, manag-
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ing to keep the big blue sail filled as the boat wafts along  
really does feel good. You feel like you know what you’re 
about.

Everyone enjoyed themselves, not even red tide,  
torrential rain, wafting gusts, near total calm or roasting 
sun could dampen the enthusiasm once we were on the  
water.  It is a two man boat, but a couple of the hamfists were  
allowed to sail the boat single handed, and the revelation 
of the course was seeing newly qualified level 1/2 sailor 
Robbie do a brilliant job sailing single handed around a 
twisting course, after a testing all night session of business  

meetings. It was proof that there are no limits to the  
stamina of the multi-skilled Hong Kong professional. And 
it may also have had something to do with the qualities of 
the Laser 2000.

Apparently Kevin’s ambitions know no bounds, after the 
roaring success of the basic Laser 2000 course he’s keen to 
see us all join the circus.  He keeps talking about racing and 
an advanced course on the trapeze.  I do hope I don’t have 
to wear a pink leotard.


